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Obsolete in an instant

My Goodness, This Planet is Sick 
Long “overdue” for a Healing

it Includes Greedy Piggies
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...toll free, free kick, free ride, free 
trial, trial free, penalty free, free zone,
free shot, free throw, free from, tax 
free, conscience free, Regulation free, 
free from Responsibility, free-dom,

interest free, rent free, free guarantee,
duty free, a free one, free fall, free
massage, age free, free sample, free

Spirit, free government, free lance, free
from fear, I just want to be free, free

World, free LOVE, Here’s the way I see
it: Once it leaves my hands and is given 

and shared with someone else 
THEN it’s their FREE WILL.

( Although some individuals do need a 
whack from the Zen Master now and then 

to keep them on track. A technique 
commonly referred to as “whack a track.”)

“God is everywhere” or was it 
“OH GOD, it’s everywhere” 

an Apple SO LARGE
falls from the tree

thus the LAW of GRAVITY 

Eons Ions of HUMAN Bonds...a Timed
Experiment, HERE’S THE THING 

a “handful” of the U.S.A. 
As you recall, now tiers of years, 2 

Century removed from under the thumb
of a monarch King

1776
has become THE INSATIABLE THING

once previously hated, reviled, despised 
by so many Open Eyes 

OH SAY CAN YOU SEE
IT’S TIME FOR JUBILEE
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The extremely RICH
( and the needy )

OH, MY           
Oh So Greedy   

and when they die
 just Graffiti  

To Surmise: the PRESENT
Do we need more spies or deceptive lies?

A MILITARY BUDGET beyond the skies
or a rip-off-rift about the fiscal cliff 

with corporate sponsor & bean counter   
bureaucrats who don’t get the drift 
THAT This current Corpo-crisy

when I think of it, is a fake U.S.A.
Crock of Shit. 

NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SO, This is the way it will GO

a shared Laugh about half & half
a joke a smile or something funny 

gentle and soft as a BUNNY 

A Synopsis of Energy includes Power 
(Refined to use and necessity)

Power forced becomes wasteful and counter-
Intuitive with potential for ‘overloads’ and 
Damage. Power can become an illusion or 

apparition actually less real and tangible and 
practical and useful than its appearance. At
this point its initiation of the absurdities of

non-beneficial base levels...Is Counterproductive.
Regarding people it can become coercive, abusive, 
and cruel...a “domino effect” of forever falling

down. ( Apprehensions are created...and beneath 
it all exists FEAR.) One Reserve of Energy in
the face of Power is inner strength...fortitude

and continuance in grace, which is always available
TO ALL Human beings. 

That’s why we share these things!
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Springtime
New Life New Direction New Hope

new Life, new Effort  
Springs out, Springs forward
Regardless of surroundings

In Spite of the Odds

  

HAPPINESS  IS:
that at any given Time

there are a lot of
GOOD PEOPLE

in this World 

with every Breath
my Heart beats
my Heart beats
my Heart beats

Q ki

I make the little pie, for You!

Let the SAW Work
and the SWORD Cut

Agile Mongoose born to kill the Snake 

“beyond disappointment,
ALL ways the RAINBOW”
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 Diane says:
I love to bowl
I Love to bowl
I Love to roll
I Love to roll
Please Please
100 Please

Grass Roots versus ASS ROOTS

“ Sekka No Ki ”
SPARKS
Created

...Generated...
TOGETHER

START
in the Beginning

flesh & bones, simple sticks
some few stones

NOW
here to the age of Civilization
soon to be upon realization
“dog-goned to the drones”

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
and “security cyber-tech clones”

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Then alas, FUTURE Trouble

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
rust-dusted age of the very Scary

Military Bust Bubble
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

FINISH
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Awareness Notice ALERT
Prevent Future Enormous 

Bubble Drain and Societal Rubble
follow the Golden Rule:

to Treat others as we ourselves
wish to be Treated 
Golden Rule #2:

to get after the ASS WHOLES
WHO are not acting on 

Golden Rule #1
elected bought off hacks, 

corporate tools
jimmy jacks and fools

HEURISTIC

ways of KNOWING
ways of Problem solving

ways of Learning
ways of Discovery

ways of Trial
ways of Error

ways of Self-Education
ways of SELF DEFENSE...

with ACTIONS of Mercy put into play
those kind words
“I will Pray”
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 ? free market ?
( FREEDOM’S CORNER )

here is FREEDOM
says POWER as such

You will hear this You will hear this 
over and over You will hear this very much

over and over more than once more than once
here is FREEDOM here is a whole bunch

it’s a small little corner land with fancy pointy cap
almost just enough room to take a little nap

over and over more than once with what looks like
with what looks like the freedom word

“dunce”

In a Security State Obscene 
WHAT could it mean?

IF the Queen, Senate, Congress
LOVED “SOYLENT GREEN”
and thus it becomes the norm of the

Elite “CRUX UNSCRUPULOUS SCUM”
that they will Harvest the TARGETED

“VOX POPULOUS PLUM”
for various forms of FOOD

as “modern day, SOYLENT GREEN”
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

(no matter how crude)
it just makes me TttttersE

...in my mood, SO one more 
HAPPY THOUGHT VERSE:

Don’t “F” with the UNIVERSE!
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ASKEW
Vogue Globalization beyond sensible National

“We the People” glue
On World Corporation cue 

 United States “undone” Government appears ROGUE
“ART of the BOGART” for the chosen few

( more more more me me me )
forever more on and monetarily 

“More ON” ...the “Money Tree”
  Time’s FUTURE will tend to this vapid Vaporous 
    style trend of supposed WORLD without END,

 Created from their vacuous Vacuum “mind Bog bend”
To Present ALL: NOW is the TIME, 

 the TIME is NOW for the CALL, Journey Together
...a natural UNIVERSAL QUEST 

OR
...in a disparate Desperate Corporate Conquest mess? 

Warmth of HEART
shared Laughter

Comedy, Music, Song, Poetry
Triumph of Spirit over Trial

kind touches of Life and our Universal Smile
from “here on, right on, here after”
by the moment Accomplishments

of Anyone who tries, Good People of Earth
in an Alliance of LOVE

    OFFERING DIRECT CHALLENGE TO
the “AXIS OF LIES”

        
        

Touch the earth
Touch the sky

Touch
God 

Within
You and I

PS and a short little song “ha   ha ha”
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A Life’s moments of Love received
...past to present...then

E x t e n d e d

all in all ...it amounts to a Smile
and the UNIVERSE

is one timeless
HEART

Space Ship Earth

Space Ship Earth
TO EMBARK

leaving WAR behind
   with foresight of flight in Mind

YOU have a berth on Space Ship Earth

“contributory man”
with a cooperative plan

  
throughout accumulated weather
“hard to say where we are going”

BUT
“WE ALL RIDE TOGETHER”

 Th.Trkstar  Universal Representative 
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the Thread to mend
the twirled strand
is pure sterling

Silver end to end

Upon Sterling foundation
minted, pure Silver coin

Upon Sterling code
Exist, “True Warriors of Resolve”

Th. Trkstar


